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Romanian TI -Targeted Individuals  • 1 month ago
”Gang Stalking” is a persecutory action organized against a "Targeted Individual" who perpetrates himself through
a set of hostile acts not significantly attributable as crimes or explicit violence but which overall are heavily
harmful to mental health. and physics of the victim. The vexatious action produces stress that, prolonged, induces
maladaptation disorder (DDS), which can provoke, asociality, aggression, misanthropy, panic crisis, anxiety
attacks, insomnia, obsessive-compulsive behaviors, and in most cases serious induce suicide or murder. The stress
produced by the vexatious action also induces the syndrome of post traumatic stress disorder in its various forms,
depressive and anxious (DPTS), (see Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders). The objectives that it
sets are the conditioning of individuals, their control, "Programming" or elimination by inducing paranoia
(madness) or suicide. Gang Stalking has many similarities to Mobbing with the difference that the latter is
practiced in the workplace while the latter embraces every moment of the persecuted's life. https://‐
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cr3diSOi8F0&t=426s

Gang Stalking Community Oriented Policing

Romanian TI -Targeted Individuals
Romanian TI -Targeted Individuals  • 1 month ago
Hi ,I am a TI , a clinical psychologist by profession. I can help you by explaining how V2k works: V2k is an AI
(machine learning type) software, so it can communicate with you in real time"read" your memory, thoughts and can
manipulate you psychologically and emotionally to achieve its criminal goal of "brainwashing".

"Gang stalking"Is a" program "of slow-kill, it never ends

V2k technology is based on a psychiatric medical technology called Neurofeedback- EEG Biofeedback but it acts
another "map" of the brain (an AI software accesses brain waves emitted by the brain with Elf waves) ,the brain
reacts negatively to this type of brain wave (Elf waves)

V2k is an interactive psychotronic software with AI (artificial intelligence) and it tries to manipulate you
psychological and emotionally. V2k ”attacks” our brain with Elf electromagnetic waves with values between 6.67 and
6.26 Hz, causes confusion and anxiety, depression, tension, nausea, prolonged reaction times, desynchronizations
of the electroencephalogram (EEG), accompanied by other neurovegetative disorders.V2K technology can "clone"or
”mime” different medical pathologies, including psychiatric ones. That's why many TIs are diagnosed with
Schizophrenia or other mental illness

To annihilate or stopped V2k  you can stop with any neurogadget that uses Neurofeedback therapy .Thus the 2
technologies (V2k and Neurofeedback will interact and V2k will be annihilated)

https://www.emotiv.com/product/emotiv-insight-5-channel-mobile-eeg/

Gang Stalking Community Oriented Policing

Mark Hayne
Mark Hayne 
Publicly subscribed to you (1 month)
 • 1 month ago
Can't understand your voice bro.
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Sorry for that

Ok next time

Me neither

Gang Stalking No Touch Torture Log

Daniel the Lion
Daniel the Lion 
Publicly subscribed to you (1 year)
 • 2 months ago
01F
918

01F
981❤  WOW

Psychiatrist Recording Medical COINTELPRO Gang Stalking

TheDarkleatherbiker
TheDarkleatherbiker  • 3 months ago
Et Angelus Mortis
Tempus colligere dicit messorem animarum - is what we experience right now around the world -

Order of Nine Angles - Nadir, Galactica

Foxboro Consulting Group, Inc.
Foxboro Consulting Group, Inc.  • 4 months ago (edited)
The Federal Reserve Bank is buying all Corporate Debt, and Corporate Equities at 10 % on the dollar, the Federal
Reserve Bank is trying to buy the world, with money printed out of thin air. I MEAN , just imagine, you buy the
whole monopoly board with unlimited monopoly money!! 01F

914
01F
914

01F
914😂😂😅😅😅

2

Stop The Pirates stopthepirates*blogspot*com archive*today archive*org

Covid-19 is a Hoax
Covid-19 is a Hoax 
Publicly subscribed to you (4 months)
 • 4 months ago
keep filming stuff like this, it helps me , thanks

1

Thanks, will do!

Sure thing!

More to come!

Gang Stalking Every Toxic Household

Covid-19 is a Hoax
Covid-19 is a Hoax 
Publicly subscribed to you (4 months)
 • 4 months ago
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i have this problem as well

1

Gang Stalking Every Toxic Household

Targeted in sanfrancisco
Targeted in sanfrancisco 
Publicly subscribed to you (3 years)
 • 4 months ago
Joe thank you for talking about this!

REUPLOAD THE HIDDEN AGENDA FOR THE WORLDWIDE SHUTDOWN

Jack Mercer
Jack Mercer  • 4 months ago
EXACTLY MY CONCLUSION based on just a bit of research and a lot of LOGIC

1

Zionism is Communist Garbage #bdsmovement

Jack Mercer
Jack Mercer  • 4 months ago (edited)
WHOA! I've suspected for a long time that ANTIFA are the GANGSTALKERS, you're the only one who has also connected
these dots!

2

Gang Stalking Community Oriented Policing

dude dudeington
dude dudeington  • 4 months ago
Hey I'm gonna download this and share it to some fb gangstalking groups.

1

Gang Stalking Community Oriented Policing

dude dudeington
dude dudeington  • 5 months ago
You should keep making videos dude.

I will

That's the plan!
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Thanks, will do!

Zionism is Communist Garbage #bdsmovement

dude dudeington
dude dudeington  • 5 months ago
Nasa is fake too, most of science is a psyop, its just countless psyops.

1

Zionism is Communist Garbage #bdsmovement

miguelluismusic
miguelluismusic  • 5 months ago
Good talk... you are smart my man... One big fool spitting lies is Ray Comfort... I found out about him after he
parasited off of Kobe’s death with a fresh YouTube video days after his death... I call him Fear Comfort...

Is Christianity Mind Control?

dude dudeington
dude dudeington  • 6 months ago
the end lmao

Zionists Are Watching Us

dude dudeington
dude dudeington  • 6 months ago
Rh- blood type keeps coming up.

Zionists Are Watching Us

OutCaSt Warrioress
OutCaSt Warrioress  • 6 months ago
Bear grylls was the first person who told the world about drinking urine for survival! Here I am today awakened
and hearing it for the 2nd time! This confirms that these are Angel messages!! Thank you! I shall begin my
healing! Peace, love and grapes!

REUPLOAD: URINE THERAPY SAVED MY LIFE

Targeted In Michigan
Targeted In Michigan 
Publicly subscribed to you (7 months)
 • 7 months ago
Hey its obvious your IQ exceeds most LOL so if i hurt my brain trying to figure this out will it keep the evil son
of a bitches out?
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Gang Stalking And Computer Shit

Targeted In Michigan
Targeted In Michigan 
Publicly subscribed to you (7 months)
 • 7 months ago
Love the title!

Gang Stalking And Computer Shit

Good Better Best
Good Better Best 
Publicly subscribed to you (8 months)
 • 8 months ago (edited)
Thank you for your testimony sir

Psychiatric Abuse & Getting Thrown Away

Iffie from iSaiZu Tribe
Iffie from iSaiZu Tribe  • 8 months ago
Myron May he was not paranoia and also not a skitzo. Struggled with mental health or confused or psychosis is
always a police state excuse to shoot people or isolate them for mental care preparing them with MKultra as
Manchurian candidate or false flag terrorist. He was right in his videos on YouTube he was a targeted individual
and victim op a psyop MKultra program for behavior modification which made him a Manchurian candidate to be a
example and induce fear to go against the corrupt deep state which uses Zerzetzung and remote neural monitoring
with their cybernetic mind hive teams and citizen spies that perform personal hate crimes against individuals by
mental driving them and pushing them to crimes to as excuse for surveillance and remote hypnotical takedown and
suggestions. They used this patent https://patents.google.com/patent/US3951134A/en  and are probably this http://‐
rats-nosnitch.com many people these days do false intel gathering while destroying a target for personal use with
NLP, mind control tactics and (reversed) psychological warfare. Predatory gangstalking is bad do not participate
is such hate crimes without knowing information for sure. Thoughts are not facts, facts can be proven and directly
put in a court case legally without gangstalking and remote neural monitoring to drive people insane in the name
of the Monarch mind control program from the deep state and their agency agents. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/‐
Zersetzung THIS EXPLAINS THE WHOLE SETUP AND FALSE ACCUSATION SCHEME: http://mindreact.com/‐
politieillegaleonderzoekenprovocatie.png   THE WHOLE STATE LIVES ON FEAR INDUCTION AND THIS KIND OF THEATER SHOWS
TO KEEP THE STATE EMPOWERED AND CITIZENS AS AFRAID SHEEPS READY TO BE THE NEXT GUINEA PIG (Read Guinea Pigs from
John Hall and How to tame a Demon from Dr Robert Duncan, if you have kids also read Legally kidnapped by Carlos
Morales). In the Netherlands Tristan van der Vlis did the same thing under the same psyop program. They try to
make their targets weak minded with neuro patents and tech afterwards going after them to make them commit cimes,
either to commit suicide and to be a disposable example with Guinea pigs example testing.

1

Gang Stalking is Proactive Policing

dude dudeington
dude dudeington  • 10 months ago
The real operation mayhem. The one that dates back to at least the age of aries.

1

Flush Your Psychiatric Drugs , Do Not Get Vaccinated , Drink Distilled Water
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dude dudeington
dude dudeington  • 11 months ago
PSYCHIATRY IS STILL A BUNCH OF CHICKENSHIT BULLSHIT ;)

1

Recording a Psychiatrist - Gang Stalking

Geri Kimbrell
Geri Kimbrell  • 11 months ago
Thank you for this information.

1

REUPLOAD: URINE THERAPY SAVED MY LIFE

Mr. Jones
Mr. Jones  • 11 months ago
So I had an idea, I'm a TI, not afraid of these fools, an I love to FK with em so, instead of Gangstalkers, can we
call em Daleks? So if I could start a wave of T.I.s calling em Daleks that would be awesome!!!

REUPLOAD: Things they don't want you to know organized gang stalking

DCM88
DCM88  • 1 year ago
I have the two Eorthes made by the old O.N.A

2

Order of Nine Angles - Nadir, Galactica

IZAZOZ
IZAZOZ 
Publicly subscribed to you (1 year)
 • 1 year ago
Complete meditation

1

Order of Nine Angles - Nadir, Galactica

IZAZOZ
IZAZOZ 
Publicly subscribed to you (1 year)
 • 1 year ago
That was extremely satisfying to play along with on guitat

3

Order of Nine Angles - Nadir, Galactica

Exposing Proxy Stalking Organized Harrassment
Exposing Proxy Stalking Organized Harrassment  • 1 year ago
Have you ever reverse the perps tactics back at the perps? Use the mimic perp tactics back at them. Reverse perp
the perps.

1
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Gang Stalking is Proactive Policing

Wissam Haddad
Wissam Haddad  • 1 year ago
Nothing to gain there.  if you're not filming the perps, best thing is to ignore them.

1

Jay G
Jay G  • 1 year ago
Et Angelus Mortis01F

31F

Tempus colligere dicit messorem animarum☠

1

Order of Nine Angles - Nadir, Galactica

Antipsychotics, SSRI's & Violence #flushyourmeds2016

Antipsychotics, SSRI's & Violence #flushyourmeds2016

immanuel goldstein
immanuel goldstein  • 1 year ago
Good job determining remote viewing is the telepathic tool "they" use to see what your doing, saying and thinking.
Controlled remote viewing (CRV)  is used to do all the gang stalking. There is not much "tech" involved in this at
a practical level. CRV is how they do the timed synchronous drive-byes at intersections, etc....  
The "all seeing eye" symbol on top of pyramid is a celebration of the elite using telepathy to keep us under them
in line. The  "pinecones" as seen on pope walking staff and in Vatican is celebration of pineal gland, which is
what enables telepathy in humans and animals.The propaganda they use to misguide all of us TIs in these fake TI
videos is RNM, synthetic telepathy, smart dust and that kind of BS. And they want us to be followers of "Jesus" so
we will be a army of impoverished TIs completely brainwashed into following whatever BS they want us to do. 
Check out my channel to learn more about all this. Read abut Kyle Odom if you are into astral plane activity.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgus69MRod0

1

Gang Stalking And Remote Viewing

Anti Psychiatry
Anti Psychiatry  • 2 years ago
So true

1

Psychiatry Sucks - It's The Psych Meds

Joe C
Joe C  • 2 years ago
I am in the same situation so dont feel too bad. It's horrible I ended up having delusions of granduer and a
"manic" episode.
Now i'm on psych meds and have to see a psychiatrist therapist and nurse for a shot.
I have t continue this to get my disability ssi.
I fucked up but felt i couldnt work.
I have to make the best of it now im in slavery and felt like i sold my soul for money.

Anyways about religion i think if God was real then there wouldnt be mk ultra mk delta did multiple personality
disorder project bluebird etc. Community watch organized stalking, domestic terrorism.
But these secret societies and organized cults worship satan and baphomet.
So I wouldnt pick either side or at least pick what is true light.
If you found a path that helps maintain yourself thats great. But kundalini and stuff is dangerous.

I wouldnt mess with spirits because if they are real they could be out to harm you.

However if you feel like its improved your way of life more power to ya.

Respectfully we are all on different paths, but this stalking needs to some day be exposed and brought to an end.
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GANG STALKING - PSYCHIATRISTS ARE INFILTRATED

01001 01001
01001 01001  • 2 years ago
We must destroy the Judeo-Christian system so that we may unite the Aryan peoples and begin our conquest of the
stars

7

Order of Nine Angles - Nadir, Galactica

dutchmountainsnake
dutchmountainsnake  • 1 year ago
01001 01001 Paganism dies in Europe.... a thousand years later the first rocket is invented by a Christian... in
Europe
My nigga u stupid as hell

3

Mari
Mari  • 1 year ago
down with the whites.

1

DCM88
DCM88  • 1 year ago
@dutchmountainsnake  by a former national socialist as "christian" as Himmler, Hitler, Mussolini and Franco. As
christian as Reverend Jones and christian Identity.

1

backup channel illuminati exposés
backup channel illuminati exposés  • 2 years ago
Its the jesuits. They have waged an unholy war against errybody, christians atheists, witches, their own
catholics, everyone except for the muslims Haven't noticed any muslims being gangstalked.

1

The Pentagram Show - Don't Let Gang Stalkers Get To You

Tina Jenkins
Tina Jenkins  • 2 years ago
FLAKKA, it's a demonic drug...  scared the hell out of me seeing this demonic possessions .... check it out ....UK
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Gang Stalking is Proactive Policing

Attero Vado
Attero Vado  • 2 years ago
the world needs truth more than ever.  people are fighting and its got to stop.

1

Is Christianity Mind Control?

ctheisen84
ctheisen84  • 2 years ago (edited)
King Solomon was a master magian and practice dark magic and polygamy it's no wonder the masons love him morman
church was created by the masons

Is Christianity Mind Control?

Raven Violet Crowe
Raven Violet Crowe  • 3 years ago
wow Beautiful, thankx for sharing, glad I came across this

2

Order of Nine Angles - Nadir, Galactica

k. m.
k. m.  • 3 years ago
*One of thee best Up-loads/Videos Needed to be listen to by Targets!!!!

1

REUPLOAD: Things they don't want you to know organized gang stalking

James Harken
James Harken  • 3 years ago
Dope.  I don't like OSI they are disinfo but thanks for the upload

REUPLOAD: Things they don't want you to know organized gang stalking

Elusive Ayla
Elusive Ayla  • 4 years ago
So still, haunting....yet a numinous aura arises•

6

Order of Nine Angles - Nadir, Galactica

Vique Morn
Vique Morn  • 4 years ago
Everyone please look into the myriads of alternative cures for mental illness including WRAP Wellness Recovery
Action Planning by Dr. Mary Ellen Copeland.  View stories of Craig Lewis, Dr. Dan Fischer. 
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http://youtu.be/mChRVF4n8yg

http://youtu.be/65cskTDHjXI

http://youtu.be/vE_TKAo3eOw

There is hope, stability, freedom from the lies. 

PsychMeds are chemical straightjackets and should only be used as such to temporarily quell the trauma until a
best practice can be utilized. LONG TERM STRAIGHTJACKETING INHIBITS NOT ENHANCES!!!! 

This is the age of reasoning and free knowledge. People are waking up. 

Peace to all!

Antipsychotics, SSRI's & Violence #flushyourmeds2016


